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Rational approximation is considered where the (n + m) functions involved are 
supposed to be continuous on a general compact set. With the aid of Helly-type 
theorems, the approximation viewed as a mathematical program is reduced to one 
that is discrete, without any assumption regarding the existence of solutions. This 
discrete problem, which is the rational approximation considered on an at most 
(n + m) element subset of our compact set, has the same value as the original 
problem, while its solution set includes that of the original problem. Moreover, all 
the above sets of cardinality at most (n + m) are found by max-inf statements, 
where the maximum interchange with the infimum and a finite number of variables 
are involved. If the original approximation problem has a solution, then all of its 
solutions, as well as all the above-mentioned finite subsets, are expressed by the 
saddle points of our minimax statements. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
The problem of rational approximation on a compact set T is defined as 
follows: P, ,..., P,, Q, ,.a., Q,, and f being real continuous functions defined 
on T, solve 
(x,y) E R” X R”‘, 
k=l 
y,Q,(@>O 
t 
) (1) 
where (1. (Ia, denotes the Chebyshev norm. 
Since we are dealing with rational approximation on compact sets T’ G T, 
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and the problem is being viewed as a mathematical program, we consider in 
this paper the following semi-infinite program P(T’); 
VBE T’: y“Q(8) > 01 P(7-‘1. 
where x g (X ,...., x,,)‘, y 4 (y, , . . . . .Y,)“> P(t) a (p,(t) ,..., P,(r))‘, and Q(r) & 
(Q,tfh-- Q,&)Y. 
In the case where T’ = T, clearly P(T’) is equivalent to (1). When T’ is a 
finite subset of T. the discretized approximation program P(T’). is here 
called a “reduced program.” as this term probably accords better with the 
mathematical programming concept. Note that the constraints involved in 
P(T’) are expressed in terms of T’ only, and thus the problem P(F) is an 
independent program. In this paper we do not assume the existence 01 
solutions of P(T’) for any T’ G T; also we assume no properties off: P. Q. 
and T other than continuity and sequential compactness. 
We have two aims. Our first is to apply Helly-type theorems in order to 
make a certain reduction (discretization) by finding a subset r,, of 7‘ 
containing no more than (n i m) points such that inf P(T,,) = inf P(T). This 
equality implies that any minimizing sequence of P(T) is a minimizing 
sequence of P(T,). Our second aim is to express all the sets T,, satisfying the 
above-mentioned property by max-inf statements. where the maximum 
interchange with the infimum and a finite number of variables are involved. 
One of these statements involves a Lagrangian having a certain differentiable 
property. In the case where P(T) has solutions. all of them as well as all the 
above r,, sets are expressed by the saddle points of our minimax statements. 
The existence of a subset T,, c T having at most (n t m) elements and 
satisfying inf P(T) = inf P(T,,) is known only in the case where the original 
approximation problem P(T) has a solution (see (4. 8. 9)). To the best of the 
writer’s knowledge, the only result of this type for the case where the original 
problem P(T) has no solution is that of Krabs (see 18. 91) who proved the 
existence of a subset T,, i T having at most (n + m + 1) elements and 
satisfying inf P(T) = inf P(T,). In Section 2 we improve Krabs’ result in the 
sense that we delete one more element from the above T,, subsets. As a 
second aspect we use a purely geometrical technique, which is general and 
differs from the Kolmogorov principle. Our development is essentially based 
on a Helly-type theorem related to the intersection of an infinite number of 
convex sets. This sheorem. due to Klee, uses the concept of O-closeness (see 
12, 711. 
DEFINITION. A family r of sets is called O-closed if every set in I‘ is open 
and int K E r whenever K is the limit of a convergent sequence of sets in I‘. 
HerethelimitofK,E~islim,,, K,,=U,..,37i.,,K,,=n,.,v,,,,K,,. 
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KLEE’S THEOREM. Let I’ be an O-closed family of convex sets in R”. 
Then the intersection of all members of I’ is empty ifs there are at most 
(n + 1) members of r the intersection of which is empty. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we reduce our 
original program P(T) to P(T,) having the property already mentioned. In 
Section 3 we present two saddle-point theorems expressing all the minimizing 
sequences of P(T) and all (n + m)-element sets T,, by inf-max statements, 
where the infimum and the maximum are interchangeable. In the case where 
the original approximation problem P(T) has a solution, all its solutions and 
all the above T,, subsets of T are expressed by saddle-point statements. One 
of the above theorems uses the Lagrangian presented in theorems and 
examples appearing in Section 3 of 161. The reason why this Lagrangian is 
used, is that it has the property of being differentiable (in certain cases) on 
an open set containing all its saddle points. 
2. THE REDUCTION TO THE FINITE CASE 
We begin this section with a lemma which, together with its proof, is 
similar to Lemma 2.3 of ]2] but is based on slightly modified assumptions 
that necessitate certain modifications of the original proof. We also use the 
same notation as in [2]. The theorem making it possible to reduce our semi- 
infinite program P(T) to the usual one involving (n + m) functions, is proved 
in two steps. First, with the aid of the above-mentioned lemma we find an 
(n + m + I)-element subset of T satisfying the desired property. Finally, 
using a Helly-type theorem for cones, we delete one more element and obtain 
the desired set T,. 
Krabs’ result could be used as the first step of our reduction theorem. 
However, we prefer to use a modified version of the Ben-Israel et al. lemma 
[2] for the following reasons: 
(a) the argument is more general and its range of applicability 
includes (semi-infinite) quasi-convex programs. Note that the original lemma 
of Ben-Israel et af. has been successfully applied for reducing semi-infinite 
convex programs to ordinary ones. Thus, this argument is applicable to a 
wider class of approximation problems; 
(b) the procedure illustrates a unique technique, which is essentially 
the application of Helly-type theorems to reduce (discretize) a Chebyshev 
approximation problem. 
LEMMA 1. Let a E R and let T be a compact set. Also let g(x, t): 
R n x T-t [-CD, 03 ] be a given function satisfying the following properties: 
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(A 1) for all fixed x E R “, g(x, .) is upper semicontinuous on 7‘: 
(A2) for allfixed t E T: 
K(t) g {x 1 g(x, [) < a, .Y E R” } 
is an open concex set and 
H(f) 6 {x [ g(x. t) = a, .Y E R”} 
has the property that int H(t) = 0 if K(t) # 0, the superscript - indicating 
the topological closure; 
(A3) for any nomoid open ser p E R” and an,! fixed I E 1’: if 
g(., t) > a on F, there are an x,, E F and a r,icinity ?‘ of t such /haI 
g(x,. .) > a on 7 ‘. 
Then 0 IEF K(t) = 0 implies the existence oft, ,.... I, E T such that k < n t 1 
and Of-=, K(lJ = 0. 
ProoJ: If there exists f E T such that K(f) = 0. the assertion follows 
trivially. Therefore. we consider the second case, which is K(t) + 0 for any 
t E T. and thus, by Klee’s theorem, it is sufficient to prove that the family 
1‘4 {K(t) j I E Ti 
is O-closed. Let K(t,) be any converging sequence and denote K = 
h+, K(t,). We shall prove that int K E r (i.e.. %* E T 3 int K = K(l*)). 
Let f, be a subsequence off,, such that lim,,,+, f, = t* E T. Then 
This means that lim,,, K(t,) = K. Moreover, for any x E K(t*) we have 
g(x, t”) < a. and thus by (Al). for any m that is large enough, g(x, t,) < L(. 
i.e., x E K(t,). Using (2) we obtain K(t*) c K and thus, 
K(t*) c int K. (3) 
Furthermore, if K(I*) # int K, then by (3) and the fact that K(t*) is a 
convex set, 
int[int K\K(t*)] # 0, 
(see 12 I). Applying (A2) we get 
0 # int(int K\K(t *)]\H(t*) c int[int K\(K(r*) U H(t*))J. 
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which implies the existence of an open set d c int K such that g(., t*) > a 
on 0. Therefore by (A3), there are an x,, E 0 and a vicinity 7“ of t* such 
that g(xO, .) > (r on YY. It follows that for any m that is large enough, 
which implies that x0 C$ K. This contradicts x0 E B c K. Thus, K(t*) = int K, 
implying that r is an O-closed family; which completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let ai E R”, i = l,..., p (n + 2 <p) such that for some z E R “, 
zTai > 0 for each i = l,..., p. We denote by 4 the following sets: 
,qB f) {y/yTq>O). 
i=l 
i+j 
Then 0 6GCZl t ... +‘Xp. 
Proof. For any set Z we shall denote by c0nv.g and co,%?;, 
respectively, the convex hull and the cone generated by the set S. Any 
(p - 1) sets belonging to the family 
i 
conv 6 (ai) 
i=l t j= l.....p 
iitj 
have a joint point. Indeed, for any fixed j, E { l,...,p) we have 
Vj E ( l,...,p}\( j,): LZjO E conv fi {ai). 
i=l 
i+j 
Thus by Helly’s theorem there is a y E R” such that 
yE f) conv fi (a,] c h co 6 (ai). 
j=i i=l j=l i=l 
i#j i+j 
Moreover, by our assumption on {ai 1 i = 1 ,..., p}, y # 0. Therefore, denoting 
by .T, j = l,..., p the closed cones 
we obtain that 
* * 
r’, co 5 {a,.) = f co i, {ai} = + ,j@x j=l i=l 1 L j= I i=l I IT ,  
i+i i#j 
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(see 11 I), where the superscript * denotes the polar cones. Thus 0 @ int J’ 
and, since .Yi’, j = l...., p, are open sets, 
8, + ... + ;U,c int.3. 
which completes the proof. m 
LEMMA 3. Let ficR”. i=l ,...,p (n + 1 <p) be cones. and suppose 
that for each j = 1 . . . ..p there are xi E R” satisf$ng the conditions: 
(a) x.j E f7P I.i#j fi: 
(b) 0 65 conv u$--, (xi}. 
Then np-,,?Fi# (O}. 
ProoJ Denote x0 6 0. Using Radon’s theorem we obtain that there IS a 
partition lZ:JJ of (0. l,...,p} such that 
To complete the proof, we remark only that by assumption (b), J’ # 0. m 
For any natural number q we define the following family C” of sets: 
Cy& (T,,I T,G T,card r,,<q,infP(T,,)=infP(T)} 
THEOREM 1 (The reduction theorem). Assume rhat n’e have a compact 
set T. a continuous function f: T+ R, and IWO continuous vector functions 
P: T-+ R” and Q: T+ R’“. Suppose that there exists J*E R”’ such that 
J,‘Q(t) > 0 for any t E T. Then 
(i) C”+‘fl # 0 (or equivalently there is a finite set 7’,, c T containing 
at mosf (n + m) distinct points such that inf P(T,,) = inf P(T)); 
(ii) each subset T, c T satisfying inf P( T,,) = inf P( T) has the property’ 
that arzJ1 minimizing sequence of P(T) is a minimizing sequence of P(T,,). 
Proof Define the following function g(x, >y; t): R” X R”’ x T + 10. co I: 
g(x, J’; t) 4 f(l) - 
x’P(t) 
L’7Qo’ 
.r’Q(t, > 0, 
(4) 
n co. otherwise. 
Note that, by our assumption, for any subset T’ G T we have 
0 < inf P(7”) < 00 and our program P(Y) is exactly 
l-5) 
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The property (Al) as well as the first part of (A2) are trivially satisfied 
(where (x, y) is considered instead of the variable x and a 4 inf P(T)). For 
the second part of (A2) we remark that if for some t E T and two open sets 
@,cRn and @2~Rm, 
V(x. y) E 4 X fl*: g(x, y; t) = inf P(T), 
then P(t) = 0 and /f(t)/ = P(T), which implies that 
{(x, Y> I g(x, Y; 0 < inf P(nl = 0. 
Remarking that the set 
{(x, Y) I g(x, Y; t> = inf P(T)1 
and its closure have the same interior, the second part of (A2) is satisfied. 
In order to show that (A3) holds, we suppose that t, E T is given, together 
with two nonvoid open sets fl, c R” and C$ c R” such that 
V(X,Y) E F; x p*: g(x, y; t,) > P(T). (6) 
By our assumption Q(t,) # 0, which implies that ( y’Q(t,) 1 y E ~$21 is an 
open set in R. Therefore, there is a y, E flz such that 
yiQ(t,) < 0 or y;QM > 0. 
Therefore, by the continuity property of Q(.) there is a vicinity ? of t, such 
that one of the following statements holds: 
(Vt E il ‘:y,‘Q(t) < 0); {Vt E Ey;Q(t) > 0). (7) 
Let x,, E r”, . If the first statement of (7) holds, the definition of g(x, y; t) 
clearly yields 
VtEF‘:g(xo,yo;t)= co > infP(T). 
If the second statement of (7) holds, the continuity of g(x,, y,; .) on g ., 
together with (6), yields (A3). 
Therefore, applying Lemma 1 we obtain the existence of t, ,..., t, E T with 
k S n + m + 1 such that 
ij ((X,Y)/g(x,y;ti) <infP(T)}=0. 
i=l 
(8) 
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In the case where k = n + m + 1 we prove the following asserlion: there is a 
j, E ( I,.... n + m t 1 } such that 
ic, {(.x..~)/g(x,~;t~) <infP(T)} =0. 
if 111 
Suppose this assertion to be false. Then for each j E { l..... I? t m + 1 } there 
is an (x,,?;) E R” X R” such that 
(xi.J,,)E n ((x,~l)/g(x,J;t~) C infP(T)I. 
i I 
;<I 
These sets are cones without origin, n > 1. and for each j = l..... II + m + 1. 
n+m+ I 
iii 
Therefore, Lemmas 2 and 3 imply 
n {(x,~,)Ig(x,~:t~) < infP(T)if0 
i I 
which contradicts (8). Thus the above assertion having been proved. and 
denoting 
Toa if,wf,,-m, ,l\D,,i if k=n+m+l. 
a (I, . . . . . fk} if k<n+m+l. 
it follows that 
inf P(T) ,< inf P(T,). 
The converse inequality is obtained from 
by taking the intimum by (x,~) on both sides, and also using (5). This 
completes the proof of (i). Remarking that the last inequality holds for any 
T,, c T, the equality inf P(T) = inf P(T,J implies part (ii). 1 
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3. SADDLE-POINT THEOREMS 
In this section we express by inf-max statements all the minimizing 
sequences of P(T) and all the sets T,, given by the reduction theorem 
(Theorem 1). A particular case is derived when Q(s) = 1 E R. First we define 
the function f(x, y; t) as 
x’P(t) 
E%Y;r)= fWYTe(t) 2 Y’QQ) Z 1, 
= a, otherwise, 
and for any compact T’ c T, we consider the following program P(T’): 
Remark. Since T’ is a compact set and Q(r) is a continuous vector 
function, then for any fixed y E R” satisfying y’Q(l) > 0 for each t E T’, 
there exists ,J = L(y) > 0 such that y’Q(t) > l/L for each t E T’. Therefore, 
the following statement is easily seen to be valid. 
For any compact set T’ c T: inf P(T’) = inf P(T’), any minimizing 
sequence of p(T’) is a minimizing sequence of P(T’), and for any 
minimizing sequence (x1, y,) of P(T) there are /1, = n(y,) > 0 such that for 
any ,u~ > ,4, 1= 1, 2 ,..., ,u,(x,, y,) is a minimizing sequence of p(T’). 1 
From this point of view, for any compact set T’ G T, the programs P(T’) 
and @(T’) are equivalent. We shall present two saddle-point theorems for 
F(T). 
Notation. Denote w 4 min(q / Cq # 0} = min( card To ) T, E ,?Y”+ “). Also 
for any a, ,..., aq E R, denote 
2, Ui ~ max{a, ,..., a,}. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume, given a compact set T, a continuous function 
f: T-+ R, and two continuous vector functions P: T-+ R” and Q: T+ R”. 
Suppose that there is a y E R” such that y’Q(t) > 0 for each t E T. Then for 
any integer q with w,<q<n+m: 
ci> infP(T) =infx,ymaxtieT,i=I ,..., ,V~=lg’(x,y;ti)=max,ieT,i=l ,.... 4 
inf,,, VT= 1 k?(X, Y; tf); (9) 
(ii) (t, ,..., q t ) is a solution of the maximization problem appearing in 
(9) i f f  U9=*{ti) Ezq; (xftY() is a minimizing sequence of the inflmum 
problem appearing in (9) lfl (x,, y,) is a minimizing sequence of F(T); 
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(iii) [x,~‘; f, ,..., t,l is a saddle point of (9) iff (x,.13) is a solution oJ‘ 
p(T) and lJ9 ,(ti) E Cq. 
Proof: Clearly, by our remark, 
inf P( T) = inf max g(.);, J; t) = inf max 
r.y 1~1 r.1 ,,E, $ &x..Lf,~ , I i I.. ..q 
Thus, for any t, . . . . . t, E 7: our remark with T’ g {t, . . . . 7 r,,} implies 
inf P(T) > inf \j g(x,~l; rj) = inf ‘$ g(x.j’: li). (101 
I.‘, , \-.I / , 
Moreover, we obtain equality in (10) exactly for those sets T,, = {i , . . . . . [,,I E 
2?. The proof is completed by invoking the statement of our remark with 
T/AT. 1 
Let t, ,..., I, & T. We have 
u*: = cc*‘(t, . . . . . fy) g inf $ g(s,Jl; li) 
t .? , ; 
\ 1 I-x7P(fi) - >s’Q(ti).f(li)l < uJ”Q(fi)% I 
( I Y’Q(li) 3 1% (x.J,) E R” X R”‘. ti= I..... 4.1 
or, equivalently, for any Fixed 0 < rl < 1 and using the notation /i & 1; ( I in (I ) 
I 
where A is q X n matrix, the rows of which are P’(t,), i = I...., q: B is the 
q X m matrix, the rows of which ace Qr(ti), i = l,.... q; and D is the q X 4 
diagonal matrix, the diagonal of which isf(ti). i = l...., q. We also denote for 
any vector z E Rq, 
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(see IS]). For any fixed 0 < q < 1 we define a Lagrangian (tacitly depending 
on r,r), where r 4 (t, ,..., tq) E T x a.. x T& T9, 
Lq = Lq(x, y; u, s, 7) a 
uT(By- l)+sTBy 
sT[(Ax - DByl + q v By] * (12) 
In our remaining development we shall use the notation 
Aq& s sER4,$si=l, 
1 I i 
Llq&R”+ xAq. 
i=l 
THEOREM 3. Assume given a compact set T, a continuous function 
f: T + R, and two continuous vector functions P: T + R” and Q: T + R”. 
Suppose that there is a y E Rm such that y’Q(t) > 0 for each t E T. Then for 
any integer q with o<q<n+m: 
(i) l/(1 + inf P(T)) = SUP,,~ min(u,s)cnq,,ETu Lq(x, y; u, s, 7) = 
min (U,S)En4,TEr4 sup,,), L4(AYJ u, s, 7); 
(ii) t = (tl )...) ts) is a solution of the minimization problem appearing 
in 0) iff U~zl{ti) E Cq; (q,y,) is a maximizing sequence of the supremum in 
(i) iff (x,, y,) is a minimizing sequence of P(T); 
(iii) zf [x, y; u, s, 71 with z = (t ,,..., tq) is a saddle point of Lq, then 
(x,y) is a solution offi and U~=,{ti) E Zq; zf (x, y) is a solution of p(T) 
and T,, E Cq then there are s E A4 and u E R9, such that lx, y; u, s, r] (where 
the components of 5 are the points of T,,) is a saddle point of Lq. 
Proof. For any fixed (x, y) E R” X R m and 7 E Tq: 
(a) if BY I$ 1, then 
min 
(U,S)Ez7S 
Lq(x,y; u, s, 5) = -00, 
since the denominator in (12) is always positive; 
(b) if By > 1, then sTBy > 0 and 
min L4 = min 
s’By 
IU.X)C~P seA’J sT[jAx - DBy] + By] 
1 + max Sr ‘“rriyDBy’ ) = l/t 1 + “i; g’(X, y; Ii)). 
SEA4 i-l 
Thus, taking the minimum by t E Tq and supremum by (x, y) E R” X R”, 
Proposition 3 implies 
1 
1 + infP(T) 
= sup min Lq, 
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and its maximizing sequences are exactly the minimizing sequences of 
inf ii(r). 
Now let T be a fixed point in Ty, and consider the program (11) (which as 
has been shown is equivalent to that appearing in (10)). Applying the 
particular case 1 or the example, both appearing in Section 3 of 16 1, we 
obtain 
1 
~ = min sup Ly(.u.j,: U, s. r), 1 +a” cu,s)trrQ x,‘ 
and the minimum is achieved. The proof is completed by finally recalling the 
definition of a* = a*(r) and using Proposition 3. a 
Particular Case. We consider the case where Q(.) = 1 E R. This means 
that among (r’P(.) / x E R”) we have to find a function closest to J: Since 
this set is a finite-dimensional subspace, our problem has a solution. In this 
example we calculate our Lagrangian. Clearly. B = (l,.... 1)‘. ~3 E R, 
d 6 DB = (f(r,) ,..., f(r,+ ,))“‘, and denoting L’ = x::‘. li ui our Lagrangian is 
Any saddle point of (13) satisfies 1’ > I, since otherwise. for any fixed .v. 
Moreover, the following inequality holds for each fixed s & 3” ’ ‘. r E 7‘“. ‘. 
~>O,xER”.and0<~< 1: 
= L”+ ‘(s’. 1; I’, s. r), 
where s’ 6 (l/y) x. while for J’ 6 0 we have 
We conclude that the range of J can be restricted to { ~1 1 ~3 2 I } without 
affecting either the saddle value or the saddle-point set of (13). Thus, our 
minimax statement is 
min min 
(?‘- i)c +.I. 
.r:g> I YEA”+l,l.>O J ” px -ydl f)’ ! 14) 
Tel”- 
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Furthermore, recalling our P(7) with Q(e) = 1, we deduce that if (x,y) is a 
solution of P(T), then for any A > 1, A(x, y) is also a solution. Thus applying 
Theorem 2, we deduce that if [x, y; U, s, r] is a saddle point of (14), then for 
any A > 1, [Ax, 1~; U, s, r] is also a saddle point. It follows that any saddle 
point of (14) satisfies v = 0. Let x E R" and y > 1 be fixed. Then 
min (Y--l)v+.v 
scA”+‘,o>O ST 
TET”+’ 
Thus if we restrict the range of v to v = 0, this does not affect the other 
components of the saddle points of (14). Hence, our minimax problem is 
reduced to 
max min 
x.y>l SEA”” ST ,AxTyd, +y 
rcT*+’ 
Normalizing y = 1, we get 
inf P(T) = min smAtx, sr ]Ax - dl. 
x 
rcT”+’ 
By Theorem 3, its saddle points express all the solutions of P(r) with 
Q(a)= 1 andy= 1 and all the sets T,E.Y”‘. 
This result can be obtained from the definition of a* using saddle-point 
duality for convex programming (actually linear programming) and 
following the same technique as in Theorem 3. 
We conclude this paper by noting that the reason for presenting a second 
saddle-point theorem is the piecewise differentiability of L9 and the differen- 
tiable property of L". Suppose that inf P(7) > 0 and let 0 < q < 1; denoting 
e n (e, )..., e,), the set 
is open in R" xRm x T". Moreover, in view of Proposition 3 and the 
minimality of w, it follows that for any 7 & (t, ,..., t,) with To = 
it , ,.-., t,} E C” and any minimizing sequence (xl,y,) of P(r,) we have 
P,,Y,>7)EQ for I large enough; 
L'" is differentiable in respect of x, y, U, and s at any point of the set 
dom L" n 0. Note that dom L" n G! is an open set in R" x Rm x T" and 
contains all the points (x,, y, ; U, s, t) satisfying: 
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(1) r = (t, )...) t,) with TO 4 (tl ,..., t,} E Z”‘; 
(2) (x,,J~,) is a minimizing sequence of p(T,,) for any large enough I: 
(3) (x,,y,; u, s, r) E dom L”. 
In particular, if P(T) has a solution, dom L”’ n 0 contains all the saddle 
points of L”. If, in addition to our supposition, T is included in an open set 
of a finite dimensional space and the functions f. P. and Q are differentiable 
on this open set, then L w is differentiable on dom L”’ f’ R. The augmented 
Lagrangian appearing in Section 3 of (6 1 can also be used. and in that case 
the above remark also applies. 
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